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ABSTRACT 

A thermal/hydraulic model of the FFTF secondary heat transport loop 
has been calibrated against transient natural circulation test data collected 
March-May 1979. The tests verified that the transition to natural convective 
flow could be effected from near isothermal conditions without excessive 
cooling at the air dump heat exchangers. Key empirical parameters of 
pressure drop and heat loss were found to be at 88% and 811 of pretest 
estimates respectively. Pretest piping thermal tr.ansp()ri. and flow calculational · 
models required no further revision to produce good agreement with test data. 
Additional detail in the air dump heat exchanger heat loss model to account 
for long structural thermal time constants wa~found to be necessary to 
obtain model agreement with transient outlet temperature data. 

SUMMARY 

A thermal/hydraulic computer simulation of an FFTF Secondary Heat 
Transport System (HTS} loop was generated as part of the overall program 
to demonstrate that natural circulation is a satisfactory and sufficient 
means of removing decay heat from the FFTF core following a complete loss 
of electrical power. The .~ir dump heat exchangers (DHX) located i,n the 
FFTF sccond~ry loops operate as the primary hea~ sink during plant operation 
·at power and as the ultimate heat sink forcdecay heat removal. This paper 
di.scusses the evaluation of the model of the. HTS secondary loop used for 
natural circulation studi.~s and revision of the DHX sub-model based on experimental 
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data collected March through May 1979. The tes~performed are discussed 
in separate pape~ submitted for this meeting. 

The large size of the individual DHX modules implies a significant 
residual heat loss whose effect must be accounted for to evaluate the 
natural circulation design event (complete loss of electrical power}. 
The effect of this DHX heat loss on natural circulation decay heat removal 
is most significant during the initial transition from forced to natural 
circulation from plant operation at refueling conditions (sodium at 204°C). 
The applicable system requirement is that the sodium in the DHX remain 
significantly above freezing (sodium freezes at ~ 98°C) prior to the 
establishment of adequate natural circulation flow .. The secondary loop 
natural circulation code was developed to evaluate this particular transient 
behavior of the secondary loop and the plant tests performed simulated it •. · 
The thermal and hydraulic models include all loop heat losses and the program 

. is designed for cases extending to several hours. 

The secondary loop heat transport system consists of a series of piping 
interconnecting the various components (pumps, mixing tees, IHX, DHX), as 
shown 6n Figure 1. All of these major components of the loop (including the 
pump with stopped rotor) have been represented by a signle circuit of 
equivalent piping which is divided into a series of short segments (nodes) 
across which the governing flow equations (momentum balance) are integrated 
to provide the loop flow as a function of time. Empirical data on component 
flow resistance, in the high turbulent region near design operating conditions, 
has been used in representations for the DHX and pump locked rotor pressure 
drop. For the laminar and transitional flow regions all component flow 
resistances rely on calculation and extrapolation. Thermodynamically, the 
model makes use of the same series of axial {piping} nodes plus a series 
of radial nodes placed along the piping across which heat transfer takes place. 
The number and arrangement of these radial nodes depends upon the particular 
component being modeled (piping heut loss, IHX, DHX, etc.) and the detail to 
which it is defined. Temperature variation along the axial nodes is governed 
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by the slug flow energy equation utilizing a "mixed" differencing scheme 
to approximate the axial temperature gradient. Axial conduction and viscous 
heating are assumed to have negligible effect and are ignored: Heat loss 
from process sodium in the DHX is based on empirical .data for the "average" 
module. Only one of the four paralle circuits for the DHX modules has 
been simulated in detail. The other circuits, when "on-line" are assumed 
identical. 

The initial version of the code was used for design analysis and 
acceptance test predictions. (l) On March 4, 1979, the first FFTF secondary 
HTS natural circulation test was performed. Comparison of the secondary 
loop natural circulation code with measured results from the steady state 
portion of this test showed good agreement with two exceptions: the actual 
DHX heat loss was only 81 percent of the value estimated from earlier tests 
at ETEC and total system pressure drop was overpredicted by 12 percent. 
·Comparison of the code with secondary loop transient results showed good 
agreement with the code hydraulic and component thermal models with the 
exception of the DHX thermal model. 

Accuracy of the individual code sub-models, during transient conditions, 
·was determined by decoupling the models and using actual test data as the 
fnput forcing function for different model segments. The model output was 
then compared with measured test results. Th~ combined pump and piping 
thermal models were first checked by decoupling the code hydraulics and 
DHX thermal model and forcing flow and DHX outlet temperature histories. 
Predicted temperature at the location of tile cold leg RTO (approximately 

.67 feet downstream of the pump and 310 feet downstream of the DHX} is compared 
with the measured value on Figure 2. These predictions agree very well 
with the measured results, verifying the pump and piping thermal models. 
The code hydraulic model was checke~ after first reducing the code calculated. 
loop flow resistance by 12 percent to achieve a value consistant with the. 
steady state results,by forcing the DHX outlet temperature with the measured 
results. The predicted sodium flow rate resulting from· this thermal forcing 
function was then compared with the measured flow. Results shown on Figure 3 



again indicate close agreement between measurement and calculation. The 
above two consistancy checks imply that the code hydraulic calculations are 
substantially correct and that. thermal transport is adequately accounted 
for; hence no significant ·three dimensional piping flow problems existed 
for the range of sodium flow and transient rates of temperature change 
involved in the test (93 to 417 gpm}, further, the pump thennal model is 
shown to be acceptable. 

When the DHX thermal model was driven with measured flow, the heat 
loss from the tube bundle \'Jas shown to be more complex than the quasi
steady assumption used in deriving the model. The model was therefore 
revised to account for tube bundle/structure thermal interaction. This 
revised model was calibrated against the test data to obtain a best fit. 
A comparison with test results for this revised model with forced flow 
and with flow feedback from the code i·s shown on Figure 4. The outlet 
temperature error from the final DHX thermal model caused additional 
error in the flow calculation (total thermal head) when the models were 
recoupled and this in turn increased subsequent temperature error. The 
flow calculation is thus shown to be sensitive to the accuracy 6f the 
temperature prediction. 

On May 29, a second natural circulation test was conducted i'n the same 
FFTF secondary loop from a different initial condition of temperature and 
DHX preheat. A comparison between the measured test results and revised 
code prediction is shown on figure 5. Agreement betwee!l prediction and 
the DHX module E-12 outlet temperatur.e is very good considering that flow 
actually stopped and initially reversed in the other three modules (due to 
local loop temperature invers1on by the preheater},causi'ng flow through E-12 to 
be higher than normal; hence, a higher outlet temperature resulted. Further 
code comparisons with this additional test data including module isolations 
are fn progress and will be included in the final paper. 

1}_ HEDL ... SA- 1458, G. D~ .. Bouchey, s. L. Additon, and E. A. Parzi.ale. 
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